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I feel so invincible yea yeaah yea. I'm on another level
yea yea yeah yeaahh yeah!
I feel so invincible yea yeaah yea. .I'm on another level
yea yea yeah yeah oohhh!
I'ma Rebel , Imma Rebel do you understand? x4 (yeah
I'm a rebel)
Yea yea yeah yeah yeah ohhhhhh

I'm Mr Robellion call me Rob A, My supersonic waves,
scatter your brain, scatter your brain.
into color coded pain, but 1st let me say i can break
banks. I'm switching up the digital to HD.
The holes in the ozone blame 'em on me, shit starts to
explode when I'm angry.
I'm incredible but i dont turn green.
when i don't give a(ooh).....
i do so much better
When i don't give a (ohhh)
the labels cut cheddar
they be sayin'
Whats the deal whats the deal deal deal,
whats the deal, whats the big deal, whats your real
deal
when i don't give a.. (oohhh)
i do so much better (i don'tgive a f***)
When i don't give a.. (ohhh)
the labels cut cheddar
The writers gonna try figure out my Strategy..
And other singers gonna sound just like me

*Chorus*

feel so invincible yea yeaah yea. I'm on another level
yea yea yeah yeaahh yeah!
I feel so invincible yea yeaah yea. .I'm on another level
yea yea yeah yeah oohhh!
I'ma Rebel , Imma Rebel do you understand? x4 (yeah
I'm a rebel)
Yea yea yeah yeah yeah ohhhhhh
Don't try to figure out my genre, Play me after Jayz but
before Gaga
dont get it messed up i like the RAH, RAH,RAH...
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The RAH RAH RAH...
PAUSE I'm not a monster

when i don't give a.. (oohhh)
i do so much better (i don't give a f***)
when i don't give a.. ( oohh)
the labels cut cheddar
they be sayin'
Whats the deal whats the deal deal deal,
whats the deal, whats the big deal, whats your real
deaL
change the words here
Nomatter if i sing the same melodies on a different
track.
The Crack Fiends wiil React I'm not talking about the
nosey candy or Amphetamines
But I dont mind christmas trees please

CHORUS
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